The goal of the present work is to connect combinatorially a family of maps to a family of permutations with forbidden subsequences. We obtain a generating tree of nonseparable planar rooted maps and show that this tree is the generating tree of a family of permutations. The distribution of these permutations is then obtained. Finally, the different steps leading to the combinatorial proof of West's conjecture are listed.
O. Introduction
A number of authors have been interested in the enumeration of permutations in which certain motifs (subsequences) are excluded. In particular, Knuth [7] , considering the set of permutations sortable by passage through a stack, sometimes called Catalan permutations, showed that these correspond to the set of permutations having no subsequence of type 231, denoted S,(231). More recent work [12, 13] has had the goal of enumerating the permutations avoiding various types of motif.
West [16] was interested in the problem of permutations sortable by two passages through one stack, imposing a ground rule similar to the 'tower of Hanoi' on the stacks. This problem is different from the generalization considered by Knuth [7] , who placed no constraint on the stacks. West characterized these permutations in terms of forbidden subsequences; the forbidden subsequences are 2341 and 3241, the latter being allowed in the case where it is itself a subsequence of the motif 35241 in a permutation. The set S,(2341, 33241) designates these permutations on In].
West conjectured that the number of these permutations is 2(3n)!/((n + 1)!(2n + 1)!), a conjecture proved analytically by Zeilberger [18] (his proof makes use of an equation in three variables, having degree 6, 8 and 9, respectively, in each variable, an equation constructed using the symbolic calculation software Maple). Zeilberger [ 18] points out that he looked for a combinatorial proof without success.
In fact, these numbers count the nonseparable planar rooted maps according to the number of their edges [14] .
The goal of the present work is to connect combinatorially this family of maps to a family of permutations with forbidden subsequences forming a step in the combinatorial proof of the conjecture of West. The proof is completed in [5] ; the remaining steps in the proof are sketched in Section 3 of this paper.
The first part of this work is devoted to obtaining a generating tree of nonseparable planar rooted maps, a tree which we will characterize by succession-rules, allowing us to construct the tree. These rules are linked to certain parameters on the maps (the number of vertices, degree of the distinguished vertex, degree of the distinguished face),
In the second part, we show that this tree is exactly the generating tree of the family of permutations S,(2413, 41352) for which the rules of construction can be interpreted according to parameters on these permutations (the number of descents, number of left-to-right maxima, number of right-to-left maxima).
We deduce from these facts that the permutations of S,(2413, 41352) are counted by 2(3n)!/((n + 1)!(2n + 1)!) and obtain a number of formulae giving the distribution of these permutations according to various parameters. These follow the formulae giving the number of nonseparable planar rooted maps on n edges according to the number of vertices [2] , or relative to the degree of the distinguished face [1] .
We conclude this work by listing the different steps leading to the combinatorial proof of West's conjecture, a chain which includes a number of families of permutations with forbidden subsequences which are all related bijectively. The two endpoints of this chain correspond on the one hand to the permutations of S,(2341, 35241), in other words the permutations sortable by two passages through a stack, and on the other hand, to the nonseparable planar rooted maps. In between we find the family S.(2413,41352) considered in the present work.
Definitions and notation
This section consists of a review of permutations with forbidden subsequences and nonseparable planar rooted maps.
Permutations with .forbidden subsequenees
Let S, be the set of n! permutations on En] = {1,2, ... ,n}. Definition 1. A permutation n in S, contains a subsequence of type z ~ Sk if and only if there exists 1 ~< i~(, < i~12 ~ < ... < i~(kj <~ n such that n(il) < n(i2) < ." < n(ik).
We denote by S,(z) the set of permutations of S, which do not contain any subsequence of type v.
Example. The permutation ~ = 6147532 belongs to $v(2413) but not to $7(3142) because the subsequence (n(1), ~z(2), rt(4), 7t(6)) = 6173 is of type 3142. Remark 2. A permutation ~ belongs to S,(r) if and only if the matrix associated to the permutation z is not a submatrix of the matrix associated to 7r. Example. ~ = 41352. ~ = 6147532 s Sv(~) because the subsequence 0z(1),~(2),g(4), 7r(6)) = 6173 which is of type ~ = 3142 is a subsequence of (g(1),g(2),7c(3),g(4), ~(6)) = 61473 which is of type r = 41352. 
Nonseparable planar rooted maps
Maps, and in particular planar maps, are combinatorial objects which have been much studied since the work of Tutte in the 1960s. For instance, Cori [3] gave a representation of a planar map by an ordered pair of permutations (a, c0, where e is an involution without fixed points. Numerous papers have treated the enumeration of families of maps: Tutte [14, 15] , Brown [1, 2] , Mullin [11] , Walsh [9, 10] , Cori and Vauquelin [4] ..... Our interest here is in nonseparable planar rooted maps, in other words, those planar maps for which one semi-edge is distinguished, and which have no cut-vertices, in other words, vertices for which there exists a face having more than one semi-edge in common with the vertex. Intuitively, this corresponds to the fact that the map cannot be separated into two connected components in 'cutting' in half this vertex (see Fig. 1 ). For more detail, the reader can refer to the survey of maps by Cori [3] or the work of Tutte [14] on nonseparable maps.
We denote by NS, the set of nonseparable planar rooted maps on n edges. The enumeration of these maps was obtained by Tutte [14] who showed that INS,+11 = (n + 1)(2n + I) "
Given a map m in NS,, the distinguished vertex of m is the vertex containing the distinguished semi-edge and the distinguished face is the face situated 'to the left' of the distinguished semi-edge (the cycle ~e containing the distinguished semi-edge in the representation of the map by an ordered pair of permutations (~, a) [3] ). To establish this theorem, we show first a generating tree of nonseparable planar rooted maps, a tree which will have on level n the complete set of maps in NS, + 1. We then show that this same tree generates the set of permutations of S,(2413,41352) which are all found on level n. Further, a more precise analysis of the construction rules for this tree allows us to obtain the following distributions on S,(2413,41352). 
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Generating tree of rooted nonseparable planar maps
Given a map m in NS,, we consider the two following operations allowing us to construct a certain number of maps in NS, + 1 by adding one edge to m. ~V.
Vi
CIv; Remark. Each map obtained by the application of operation V or F to a map in NS, is a nonseparable planar rooted map in NS,+I.
Example.
In this example, the map V3(m) is not valid. If the map thus obtained is nonseparable, we make distinguished the edge which follows the suppressed edge clockwise. We thus obtain a nonseparable planar rooted map m' on n edges such that m may be rederived from m' by application of the operation F.
If the map obtained is separable, we regroup into a single vertex the two endpoints of the suppressed edge, and distinguish the unique edge which shares both the distinguished face and vertex of the original map. We thus obtain a nonseparable planar rooted map m' on n edges such that m may be rederived from m' by application of the operation V. [] In order to characterize the tree ,~/, we will associate to each nonseparable map a "formal label' and define a set of'derivation rules' based on these labels allowing us to recursively construct the tree. This map m has the label (4 [ 3, 3, 3, 3 ; 0, {3}) because F1 (m) (Fig. 5(a) ) gives three maps under the operation V which are all valid (and so D1 = 0) and F2(m) (Fig. 5(b) ) gives three maps by V, of which one, having distinguished vertex of degree 3, is not valid (and so D2 = {3}). In fact, for each nonseparable planar rooted map m, the map Vz(m) with its distinguished edge suppressed has a cut-vertex in the vertex where originates the unique edge which remains attached to the distinguished vertex.
Similarly, the map Va,~m)(m) with its distinguished edge suppressed has a cut-vertex at the termination of the edge which was distinguished in m. 
By definition, the number of children orb is dv + d f-i -IDol. By Remark 14, we deduce dv + df -i-[DiI = x + 2 -i-([D~[ -[Dll). We have df(b) = df(m) -i + 1, dr(b) = dv(m) + 1, f(b) =f(m) + 1 and v(b) = v(m).

For k < dr(b) -1, Vk(Fj(b)) is valid if and only if Vk(Fi +j-1 (m)) is valid. Vd~,lb)(Fj(b)) is valid (Remark 13), as is
Generating tree of permutations with forbidden subsequences S.(2413,41352)
We define the generating tree of permutations with forbidden subsequences S,(2413,41352) as follows. In order to characterize the tree Y, we associate to each permutation a 'label' and define a set of 'succession rules' based on these labels which allows us recursively to construct this tree.
Definition 18. An element n(i) of a permutaton rt in S,(2413,41352) is active if and only if it satisfies one of the following conditions (i) i ~< n-l(n) and n(1).., n(i -1)(n + l)n(i).., n(n)~ S,+ 1(2413, 41352),
(ii) i >~ n-t(n) and n(1).., n(i)(n + 1)n(i + 1)... n(n)6 S.+ 1(2413,41352).
We will speak below of an element active on the left if an element satisfies condition (i) and an element active on the right if it satisfies condition (ii). When we insert 6 to the right of the first right-to-left maximum, we obtain 143562, a permutation in which all the left-to-right maxima are active (and thus G1 = 0). When we insert 6 on the right of the second left-to-right maximum, we obtain 143526, a permutation in which the 3rd left-to-right maximum (5) Gi+aw{lm + 1},...,G,m_lw{lm + 1}), for is [1,rm-13 Fig . 6 shows the tree obtained using these succession rules, down to level 4. The proof of this lemma makes use of several properties.
Property 22. If an element is inactive.for a permutation 7z in Y, it remains inactive .~r all children of rr in Y.
For, if the insertion of n + 1 in some position in the permutation z of S,(2413,41352) introduces a subsequence of type 2413 or 41352, then the insertion of n + 1 in this same place in any permutation obtained from rt by the insertion of n + 1 will also introduce a subsequence of this type.
Property 23. For any permutation 7z in S,(2413,41352) (i) n(i) is an element active on the right for 7z if and only if 7r(i) is a right-to-left maximum of ~.
(
ii) U' rt(i) is an element active on the left for ~ then rt(i) is a left-to-right maximum of~z.
Proof. (i) Let n(i) be an element active on the right in n. Suppose that n(i) is not a right-to-left maximum. Then there exists a n(j), j > i, such that n(i) < n(j). The subsequence formed by the elements n,n(i),n + 1,n(j) is of type 41352 which contradicts the fact that n(i) is active.
Reciprocally, let n(i) be a right-to-left maximum in n. We will show that n(i) is active on the right. If the insertion of n + 1 on the right of n(i) creates a subsequence n(i~), n + 1,n(iz),n(i3) of type 2413, as n(i) is a right-to-left maximum, the subsequence n(il),n(i),n(i2),n(i3) is of type 2413, which is impossible because n is in S,(2413, 41352). If this insertion creates a subsequence n(ia )~(i2), n + 1, n(i3) of type 3142, two cases arise. If n(il) > n(i), then the subsequence ~(il),n(i2),n(i),n + 1,n(i3) is of type 41352. If not, the subsequence n(il), 1r(i2), n(i), 7~(i3) of n is of type 3142. As n E S,(2413, 41352), there is some n(i4) such that n(ix ), n(i2), n(i), n(i3) is a subsequence of Iz(il),lr(iz),~z(i4),lr(i),~z(i3) having type 41352. In each case, the subsequence n(i~ ), n(i2), n + I, ~(i3) is a subsequence of a subsequence of type 41352. Therefore n(i) is active.
(ii) Let n(i) be an element active on the left of n. Suppose that n(i) is not a left-to-right maximum. Then there exists n(j), j < i, such that n(i)< n(j). The subsequence formed of the elements n(j),n + 1,n(i),n is of type 2413, which contradicts the fact that n(i) is active. 
. G,,_ ~ ).
We need to determine the labels of the x children ofn in Y'. Two cases arise, according to whether these children are obtained by inserting n + 1 to the left of an element active on the left or to the right of an element active on the right.
Case 1: Let n(o) be the ith element active on the left in n (i e [1,x -rm + 1]). Let be the permutation in S,+1(2413,41352) obtained from n by inserting n + 1 to the left of ~(9), in other words, ~ = n(1).., n(9 -1)(n + 1)n(9)... n(n).
z has i elements active on the left (by Properties 19, 22 and 24) and rm elements active on the right, which are also the right-to-left maxima (Property 23), therefore rm + i children in Y.
We note that Imi= 1 +lm(T).
Since the first element in a permutation in S,(2413, 41352) is always active, the first element active on the left is the first left-to-right maximum, and so Ira1 = 2. From the Properties 19, 22 and 24 and from Remark 25, we conclude that, for i > 1, the ith and last element active on the left is the (l -1)th left-to-right maximum, with I = min{k:kq~ G~ and k > Imi 1}"
From Property 23, we conclude that d(r) = d(n) + 1 and r(r) = r(n). Finally, let ~r be the permutation obtained from r by inserting n + 2 to the right of n(h), the jth element active on the right, for j ~ [1,rm] , in other words, a = n(1)... n(g -1)(n + 1)n(g)...n(h)(n + 2)n(h + 1)...n(n). The left-to-right maxima of a which lead to a subsequence of type 2413 or 41352 when we insert n + 3 to their left are the left-to-right maxima n(s) such that s < g which lead to a subsequence of type 2413 or 41352 upon insertion of n + 2 to their left in the permutation obtained from n by inserting n + 1 to the right of the Finally, let z(h) be the jth element active on the right in r and a the permutation obtained by inserting n + 2 to the right of r(h) in r, forj ~ [1, rm -i] . Forj = 1 (and thus r(h) = n + 1 (Property 19)), the inactive left-to-right maxima in z are exactly the inactive left-to-right maxima in ~r. Forj > 1 (and thus r(h) = n(h -1) (Property 24)), the element n + 1 (the/mth) becomes inactive because the subsequence n, n + 3, r(h), n + 2 is of type 2413. The other left-to-right maxima in r are active if and only if they are active in the permutation obtained from n by inserting n + 1 to the right of n(h -1), in other words, if and only if they are not in Gg+j_ ~.
Thus, the label of n is (x+2 Counting the nonseparable planar rooted maps ofNS.+ ~ which have k + 2 vertices and for which the distinguished face is of degree k + 2 is equivalent to counting the polygons with k + 2 vertices and having (n + 1) -(k + 2) noncrossing interior edges. These objects are in bijection with the planar trees on n edges (n + 1 vertices) having k + 1 leaves, thereby giving the ~ distribution of the Catalan numbers [8] , that is 
Proof of the enumeration formulae
Proof of the conjecture of West
In this section, we indicate the different steps which constitute the combinatorial proof of West's conjecture that S.(2341, 33241), the family of permutations sortable by two passes through one stack, is in bijection with the nonseparable planar maps on tz + 1 edges.
For this proof, we will be led to consider a sequence of seven families of permutations with forbidden subsequences which will allow us to connect combinatorially the nonseparable planar rooted maps with the family S.(2341,35241) of permutations sortable by two passes through one stack. These families are in bijection, either because they have isomorphic generating trees or because they are related by the classical bijections on permutations: reflection (for a permutation rr in S., the reflection of it is the permutation rt* such that ~*(i) = 7r(n + 1 -i)), complementation (no(i) = n + 1 -zr(i)) or inversion (~-1(i) =j if and only if ~(j) --i). The path constructed in this proof is composed of four generating trees of which only two are identicial and includes the family S,(2413,41352) considered in this work (see Fig. 8 ).
Analysis of the rules of succession in these trees allows us to obtain formulae analogous to those obtained here and giving the distributions of these permutations according to various parameters.
